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Two book set. BOOK ONE - THE WAY
TO HAPPINESS: A COMMON SENSE
GUIDE TO BETTER LIVING - Every
culture from every age relied upon a moral
code to point the way to a happy and
prosperous life, to deter one from the path
of destruction and degradation. But what
road can one follow in the midst of this
decaying culture? Its called The Way to
Happiness- 21 precepts based wholly on
common sense. It is a non-religious moral
code being used the world over to restore
traditional
values.
BOOK
TWO:
ADVANCED
PROCEDURE
AND
AXIOMS - In Advanced Procedures &
Axioms, L. Ron Hubbard shows you how
to move from effect to cause in life. Learn
basic discoveries about life, including the
incredible Axioms-the 194 codified natural
laws that allow you to harness the powerful
forces of life rather than be the effect of
them.
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religious beliefs and practices launched in May 1952 by American .. The second local Church of Scientology to be set
up, after the one in .. teaches that the thetan is the true identity of a person an intrinsically good, In the OT levels,
Hubbard explains how to reverse the effects of past-life traumaAuthor of Quality of Life Therapy and Creating Your
Best Life Happiness, healing, enhancement: your casebook collection for applying positive 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ..
Another feature of the book is two Quick Reference Guides at the beginning. The way we are living now doesnt make
sense and it is unbearable..Dianetics is a set of ideas and practices regarding the metaphysical relationship between the
mind and body created by science fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard. Dianetics is practiced by followers of Scientology, the
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